
POEM COMPARISONS

Learn about how to tackle a GCSE English Literature poetry exam question that asks you to compare one poem with
another.

In this essay I will try to compare two poems, the first of which is by D. The best responses are those that
integrate the ideas in parallel throughout the essay. He was most certainly an innovative love poet who moved
away from the Shakespearian focus on form intensely literary style. In her poem number her depression and
feelings of inadequacy are clear. She pours her passionate feelings about poetry into this poem and drives her
point home with a comparison to prose. Shakespeare also uses repetition of single words and ideas throughout
the sonnet in order to stress the theme that his love and poetry are eternal, unlike other aspects of the natural
world. Shakespeare then uses personification to emphasize these comparisons and make his theme clearer to
his audience. Post poetry comparison. I am tickled, and this poem will hang above my desk as inspiration. The
main way in which these two differ is in their differing use of tone. Their writing techniques and themes in
their poetry allow them to stand out amongst other poets at the time. You should make relevant references to
your wider reading in the poetry of love. Conversely, the ultimate expression of love is through poetry. Humor
and Irony are a unique combinations Collins displays in many of his poems, challenging the readers to
interpret his work in different perspectives. He not only exposes the flaws of the love poetry through the
comparison but also suggests the merits of it in conveying the idea of his everlasting love, and the ability of
verse to immortalise both love and beauty. Both poets attempt to romanticize nature and both speak of death
and loneliness. Lawrence, Snake. There is no such thing as "Perfection" Perfection itself is the peak of
insecurity The more perfect you are, The less mistakes you can make Because the moment you slip up The sky
falls down And you become the center Of shame on social media So why do we achieve to be something we're
not? From the poetry I have studied, I have been most impressed by the work of Seamus Heaney. To some she
may come across suicidal, to others depressed, or even philosophical to a number of readers. In each poetic
period, the representation of romantic love has been informed by the social and cultural values of the time.
Owen's aim is to shock and to describe in stark detail the ghastly physical symptoms of mental torment. This is
what the examiners Post Poetry Comparison. Confucianism is wide spread throughout the Classic of Poetry.
For now, The Poem Farm is taking a brief break for at least a chunk of May as it finds its new direction.


